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A LONG rERIUI) SPF.CTROSCOPIC HINARV

IJv \V. K. IIAKIIU

'PHK second maKiiitr.tle star y Gemiiiorum ((i'l ;!1"''.», 8 - +
Ki" '2".»') has been nnJer -"l ervalion here since the antunin

of 19(Ki. Its radial velocity lum revionsly betn invt-stinattd by

Campbell, Frost and Slipher in t .e \ears from ISIV.) to 11105 and

it was also one of the stars which Vogtl used at Potsdam when

the photographic plate was first applied to work of this natnie

in 18SS. When we consider that the two plates sccurtd by

Vogel which are nsed in this paper were made at the very begin-

ning of radial velocity work the residuals of 1") km. for each are

very small. Allhough a few more measures were made at Tots-

dam they are not used, for the reason that only the //; line on

each was measured, and conseipiently the same iliance could not

be placed upoti them as on plates where many lines were

measured.

Of the four Lick observations two were made in IVIU, one

in 1904 and one in lilOo. The l'.:04 plate showed variability in

vel(x;ity and tlie star was announced as a spectroscopic binary in

the AstrophysualJouynal for March, lUOo. The Verkes Observa-

lorv made three plates in I'.tOl which showed no variation in

velocity and one in l',t()4 which did. The Lowell Observatory

have a plate in each of l'.)02 and 1903 and four in UK)."). As the

1905 plates were all made within a month and are only approxi-

mate results, they can not be considered as better than two

definite measures. For some reason the 1902 plate does not agree

with our curve there being a residual of 9 km. in a well defined

part of the curve, wl 'e the 190;? plate has a residual of '.\ or 4

km., but in a part ot the curve which is not so well defintd and

which will require more observations to fill up the gap. As none

of the other plates used gave residuals greater than '2 km. these
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two plates were exclmkil from the final deterniiiiat.icn of the

orbit. Jii>t at this point it may be stated that Slipher, using the

data jnst outlined, which is given in the table of " Ivarly

Measures," discussed the star s variable velocity in Ashcphyskal

Journal, Vol. XXII., pag-; S4, and suggested for it a period of

three and one-half years. The observational data was, however,

entirely loo meagre, I think, to bear out any suggested period.

The period herein determined, approximately six years, is no

multiple of that suggested by Slipher and the writer feels that

though the number of observation.s is greatly inceased they are

yet too few to make a rigid determination of the elements.

Tho.se given here suit the observations 'laikably well however.

Twenty plates were made here witu the Universal three-

prism spectrograph from December, l'.M)6, to April, 1!)07. These

were measured ami reduced by the writer, using the long inter-

polation method of Ilartmann. As twenty or more star lines on

each were measured, a considerable amount of labor was thus

expe;ided on them. This work availed little so far as the star

itself was concerned, but, pos.sibly, helped to show that some

in.strumental errors had not yet been overcome and a new .spec-

trograph was accordingly designed for radial velocity work alone.

The plates with the Universal instrument have, therefore, not

been used in this di.scussion.

The new iliree-prism spectrograph, IIIL, was ready in May,

1007, and spectrograms of :he star were again made. During

the season of l'.Ut> the spectrograph was changed quite frequently,

as a short form of camera was being experimented on, and no

plates with the long focus camera were made. There were made,

however, two with camera designated III S and one with camera

designated III R, but as the dispersion of these was only about

one half as great as the III L, they could not be con.sidered by

anv means as reliable as the other, and hence they have not been

used. It is unfortunate that a continued series of plates with

III L we.^ not made that season as they would fall aronr.d the

maximum of the curve and round out an otherwise incomplete

set. The plates then that are used in ills discussion were all
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made wilh spectrograph III L, whose linear tlispersioii at //;

is 10- 1 tenth-metres per millimetre. The measures of these

are given in the table. Qiiite a number of these results are th.e

means of two measures. Nearly all the plates were measured

by the writer, but independent measures were made on several

by other ob.servers, Messrs. Westland, Cannon and Parker, and

there was good agreement in the results obtained The phases

are reckoned from the corrected value of pjriastron passage.

Julian Day 2,4.0,101-0, using the period '2175 days.

Karlv Measirks

Observatory Date

14

Julian Date Phaw Velocity Wi.
Anignul

Res'dnal

ruls;iam

l\)l^(l;im

iSSS,

iSSy,

Dec.

Jan.

2,410,986-5)
1,009-5)

S96-4
- I8-1

142
H- 5

I.ick

Lick
1899. Sept.

Oct.

21

24

4,9 K) -9

4.')52 9

468-3
50' -3

15-4

'5'

- I
-0

- <'-4

V rkes

N'erkcs

Neikes

1901, Nov.
Nov.
Ni)v.

15

20

•!7

5.7"4-S

5,70,,S

5,7 •')-8

1253-2

125S-2

1265-2

•5-4

4-9
6-4

+ 0-3

+ 0-8

- 0-7

I.ick 1904, Jan. 27 6,507-8 2056-2 47 + 1

Verkes Dec. 6 6,821-8 195-2 87 -t
0-2

I.ick 1905, Fell. '3 6,890-7 264-1 10-4 + 02

Lowell
Lowell
Lowell
Lowell

1905, Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

10

20

6

13

6,9I57>
6.925-7)

6,942 6

)

2,4t6,949-6 j

294 I

3'9-5

II-

12-

W
11-8

i)
4

»

- 0-2

+ n-4

\:-
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Ottawa Measures oi- y Gemixorum

Date Julian Date Fhate
''

Velocity No-„^
j

Wl. Re.:dual

_l

!»»
'255

293
1305
1330
1367

"453
1872

1907.
190.S,

1

Oct. 8 1

laii. 22
]

2,4'7.S.i7'9

7.9<>3-5

1231-3

1 33'' '9
\

- 159
14-7

13 1 «

16 I

o-o

+ 0-5

Ian. 27 ;

7,9688 >.>42-2 15 5 17 - o'3

Ian. 29 7,9708 1344-2 13S i6 I + 13
- 1-8

l-'el). 17 7,989-8 1363-2 16-9 17 '

Kcti. 28 8,0007 1374' 14-4 15 ' + o'5
- 0-8

+ 0-5
Apr. 3
Sept. 7

8,0357
8,192-0

1409- 1 1

1566-3

'5-5

i2-b
j

'5 '

10 I

2074 l).c. 23 ",29<) 7 1673-1 10-4 ''

14 1

l6 I - 1-8
22f>S 1909, ,an. 30 *<.3377 17M-1 12-9

2281 K-l>. 17 S.355 7 1729.1 11-9
,

14 I

+ 0-8
2287 I'el). 20 S,3587 173^1 9-9

:

II I

2395
3971

4734

Mar. 20 8,386-7 1760-I 95 '5 '
+ 0-7

- 0-8
1911, |a[i. 28 9,065 -8 264-2 11-4 13 '

Dec. 19 9,390-9 5^9-3 S"! '3 : ,

-t " 3

4830 I9'2. Kel.. 8 2,419,441'^ 640-2 i - 163
;

1

15 > ,

- 0'4

The spectrum is of the Sirian ty,)--, haviu}; many fine metallic

lines of iron and titanium as well as the hydrogen series. The

Jollowing table contains the lines most frequently measured.

Links in 7 Geminokum

li'.cmcnt

Fe
t;
Ti

Ir
Ke-Cr
le-Ti
Ti

le-Ti

Ti

Ti
Ti

Mg.

Wave-Length E'.cmem Wave-Length

45S4 0:8 Ti 4468-663

4^72-15'' Ti 4-i43-9""

45^'3-939 l-'e ;
|C'4'927

4558-827 Ti \-l-r 4;95-2Sf>

4556-202 Cr-Ms. 4352-000

4549-766 II 4340-''34

4i.)4'39 '.-e 4325 "39

45"S55 l-e 4 308-08

1

4515-508 Ti 4300-21

1

4S0S-455 1-e 42<)4-2i(0

4501 -44S le 4233-32^

4481-400

Ii has been the writer's custom for some time past to obtain

wave-lengths for each star by itself, making the sum of the

velocity residuals equal to zero. In the case of this star a .sum-

mary of the residuals given by each line from the velocity
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accepted tor the plate shows thai some ^liRht clianj;ts .iukIu be

,„a.le ill the wave-letiRths ami bc-tter aRretnient ^ec^^ecl anu,ii«

the lit.es ihemseh . The rcvi^td v .locitie. «oiikl not he

tnateriallv difTerent, as the difTerciices in the U.nnnn. would tend

to bilance one another, and the procedure has not been carried

out. A sample of the residuals is given in the accompanvint;

table for the nine hues most frequently used, the order indicat-

ing th-' freipicncy of measurement.

RKSiDf.vi.s i-KOM Links

Lme Nun. il

Avtr.iK-'
,.\li;ctir.i!C

RfMil.ial

LmC
A
Nil

K

i:r.iBC

iiLTtca!

•»;<lual

AvLT.ii!e

RisuUial

_ ---

•)-:') 2-3 + o-S

- 1-4

45->2

45"'

^7
2-2

4 i«

!i5
4;.-S

5'
2-9

2-5

- 1-7

+ o S

T IV

4>'»>

450S
S'"
2-0

'- .)7
- 2U

A plot of our own observations setniid to indicate a period

of about six vears. The early observations were now brought

forward .ising periods of J-JTO, -i' <> and -JKIO days The latter

seemed to suit the reliable observations, best and it was accord-

inglv used. C.raphical valucs for the elements were obtained in

the usual way.

/' = •21(;0 days

A' = •)•.") km.

y ^ - 12-27 km.

T --=

J. I). -J, no. (>:!(.()

Preliminary

T'lenieiits

J

Although, as p.^dously stated, there was a gap m tiie curve

re(iuiring funher observations to fill up, yet it seemed desirable

to make a least squares solution of all the dependable measures to

da.e. For purposes of grouping, the very early observations at

Pot-sdam ere weighted one-half as were also the T.owell approxi-

mate measuress, while all others including our own were each
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weighted unity. In the Table of Normal Places groups l-'.>

inclusive represent our own observations, groups 10-16 tho?e of

other observatories.

Table of Normal Places

Mean Phase
i'rcliniinary

1 1 '3947
3

!

>45.VS
>> 1479-2

4 l59K-,i

S
1802 7
1841-2

•* 1S70-7

8 589-8

<) 740-J
lo 902-0

II 580-4

12 M54-S
I? 2.5. 8

U ',40-2

li 4<'4 7
10 4.?"'

Me:m Vel.

J 5 -3° 2

14-65 2

i5">5 2

14-05 2

ll-b5 2

10-90 2

9-50 1

1 1 40 1

'5 7.1 2

Itrio 1

15-25 2

'5-5: 3

4 7" I

9 55 2

11-50 1

1 1-40 1

Preliniindi >

Mean Phase
Corrected

O-C
Corrected

43 12841 + •24

74 '343 2 + 5"
•44 IJ6S-6 -08

-07 14S77 -12

•52 lf)92-I - 3'

•5S 1730-6 - 19
'5 1700-1 + •71

35 264-2 - 79
'5 614-8 - •04

-29 S90-4 -t- 55
•88 484-8 - /.I

•jf. 1258-9 + -12

119 205()-2 4- •11

1-24 229 ') + -21

•5"! 2C14-1 -21

1-04 3'9-5 ^ •44

Observation equations using the differential form of I.eh-

mann-Filbcs were built up and transformed into normals from

which the following corrections were obtained.

8 y - - 01 km.

8 A' = - •"'« km.

8f = - -002

So. = -f Iti'-.'^l

S/' = + 150 days

8 7" = 4- 6.')-6 days.

Tsing the corrected value of the jwriod. 217') days, the

ob^rvations were again grouped as in column ti of the table, and

residu-als obtained which were in general smaller than the pre-

vious ones. The value for S,*::- for the preliminary elements

was 111 and for the corrected elements 47. Tsing all the

me.isnres the ])robable error of a i)late obtained from the la.st two

columns of the measures is ' o.') km. per sec. This is

extremely small for a star of this type when we consider that
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Corrected

Elements

the plates were secured by five different e.iuipme.its, and one

cantiot but feel that the good agreement is somewhat of a chance

result This is all the more likely when we note the probable

errors of th2 determined quantities which appear with the

corrected values of the elements. Some of them are of consider-

able magnitude, and it will be necessary to obtain more measures

after a few years to fill up the gap at the maximum of the curve.

The elements as corrected, with probable errors, are as follows:

P = 2175 ± 22-.S.') days

r --= -iUS t: 02()

o. = 1(>°-31 :t fi-lG

A' =- 612 km. ± ^Skm.

y =-12-28 km. ± 13 km.

A = 7-87 km.

/; = 4-:'.7 km.

T -
J. D. 2,410,101 ' 9G-81 km.

a sin / = 174,720,000 km.

This star is uni(iue in being one of iIk- longest period

binaries known. With the exception of a Orionis, a late solar

type star, which has recently been shown* to have a period

approximately the same, but whose orbital elements have not been

defi:.itelv determine''., no other sjKctroscopie binary has nearly

such a long period. The other binaries of this type have periods

ranging from a fraction of a day up to one hundred days. In

the case of Sirius the period is 4U-;; years, but it was not from

spectroscopic but from visual observations that this was deter-

mined.

The pL-riods of visual binaries in general are very large

when compared with those of spectroscopic binaries but there are

.some with rdalively short periods. Thus we have

K Pegasi 11 ••"-7 years,

13 Ceti 7-42 years,

8 i;(iuulei 5 7*
I years,

• A. -V. 44'>7.
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the last one of these has a shorter period than the star

under consideration. So that we may say of y Geiuinorum that

it bridges over the gap between the periods of the longest spec-

troscopic and the shortest visual binary.

The plates were all of Seed 27 emulsion. One fine grained

plate has since been made, but on none does a second spect^'uni

show. The companion star would, of course, need to be of small

mass relatively to the principal star in order that there might be

sufficient separation of the lines to be resolved on our plates.

Possibly near the time of next periastron passage, which occurs

Km.

14 -

1 1

\

A

\ \

1 \

1 ^v 9
1 \

\

. . t\ / I
\

^K
©V d

>

^V<3\> ^^
'

1>.1VS 1 1/1.) I ill) 15110 iSoo iijo

VI.IOCITV CVRVE OF y CICMINoklM

3 4ro
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at the beginning of IDIG, some high dispersion equipment may

record the fainter component spectrum. If the star should prove

to he a visual binary, and we combined the spectrographic

measures of the relative velocity of the two components in the

line of sight with the orbit data from micronietric measures, we

would have an indirect means of determining the parallax of the

star. So far as is known to the writer no values of the parallax

of this star by any method have been published.

The curve shown represents the elemeuts as corrected. The

plain circles represent our own observations grouped, while the

circles with dark centres the grouped measures of other obser-

vatories.

It is with some hesitation that the foregoing elements are

submitted. Owing to the paucity of observations around the

p.;;.k of the curve we cannot regard these elements as definite,

but they can bs regarded, I think, as fairly approximate. It is

just passible that this discussion may result in some unpublished

measures of this star's radial velocity being brought to light.

A good share of the credit for this determination of the

orbital elemeuts should be given to those observateww who made

the early observations, without which our own measures would

l)e inadecjuate.

domi.nion ()l!serv.\tokv,

Ott.vwa, Can.\i)a,

April, 1912.
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